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Large: With linear-scaling, weakly-coupled algorithms, it is possible to effectively use leadership 
computing and cloud computing for molecular problems in chemistry, biology, and materials science

Adaptive: A framework for simulations to communicate both synchronously and asynchronously, 
and with this information, make decisions altering and shaping the simulation ensemble 

Ensembles: Many accelerated simulation methods can be parallelized by running infrequently 
communicating copies that only exchange partial information

Molecular Simulations: Approach designed for molecular simulation problems that have widely 
separated timescales, but should be adaptable to multiple-time scale algorithms in other areas

Scaleable: Weakly coupled algorithms can make it possible to get near-linear scaling in time-to-
solution with 104 to 106 instances of simulation ensembles, even with large (minutes) latency

Task Execution Manager and  
Pilot-enabled Runtime System

SCALE-MS Software Stack

Adaptive ensemble manager

General formulation of  
Adaptive ensemble algorithms

Science drivers applications in biology, 
chemistry, and materials science

SCALE-MS System API

SCALE-MS User API

1 Introduction
This project will build a extensible framework allowing users to run large asynchronous ensembles of molecular simu-
lations with adaptive control. Such a framework will allow simulations to peform sufficient sampling required to tackle
next-generation scientific problems at the molecular level across large diversity of scientific fields. The framework will
include a simple high-level API, a sophisticated runtime system, and compatibility with a range of existing codes and
methodologies. It will enable users to create advanced workflows that allow existing ensemble methods to reach scaling
in ensemble size not currently possible, and easily experiment with new algorithms built from existing tools.

Figure 1: Understanding the properties of even
relatively simple biomolecules in detail requires
large ensembles of simulations exploring multidi-
mensional spaces (Pictured: conformational pref-
erences of uracil ribonucleoside using 3D umbrella
sampling replica exchange). 1

Many key problems in science and engineering at the molecular level
share the same underlying physical feature, that they involve multiple
timescales, many orders of magnitude apart, that must simultaneously be
modeled in order to understand the system. Sampling slow protein motions
is necessary to understand mechanisms of drug action, protein-protein sig-
naling, and sensor applications. Shape-selective synthesis and processing
of photovoltaic, (electro)catalytic, electronic, separations, and sensing ma-
terials relies on a detailed understanding of liquid-solid interfaces, where
fast liquid conformational sampling is integrally coupled to the much slower
timescale behavior of the solid surface,2–5 as also occurs in environmental
issues involving liquid/solid interfaces, ranging from aerosol chemistry to
groundwater purification. Other multiple timescale molecular problems, to
name only a few, involve defect hopping in solids (which can be important
in the conductivity of solid-state batteries6) and chain relaxation or phase
change polymer solids and glasses,7–9 which involve atomic-scale detail
that is much slower than the vibrational timescale.

Although many codes and packages can parallelize molecular simu-
lations on hundreds to thousands of cores, as platforms with 104 to 107

cores become available, traditional schemes for parallelization fail to scale
for many simulations of interest.10 Recent years have thus seen the devel-
opment and adoption of powerful methodologies for accessing long-time
scales and generating diverse configurational states for problems of impor-
tance in biophysics, chemistry, chemical engineering, and materials science. These frequently use ensembles of sim-
ulations for greater computational efficiency, including replica-exchange molecular dynamics (REMD),11–17 generalized
and expanded ensemble methods,18–26 multiple walker metadynamics,17,27,28 hyperdynamics and other accelerated
dynamics methods,29–31 Markov State Modeling,32,33 and swarm-of-trajectory methods.34–37

However, the methods currently implemented in major packages tend to be are highly task-specific, code-specific,
non-portable between platforms, and/or poorly scalable. This has limited flexibility and innovation in combining different
ensemble simulation techniques or formulating new ensemble simulation approaches. Moreover, purpose-built scripts
and codes are not designed for re-use, extensibility to other simulation programs, generalization, or fault tolerance.
Such methods frequently involve requirements for adaptivity ; as data is collected, the parameters of the algorithms or
choice of approach must change for the methods to be efficient, requiring substantial attention to simulation interdepen-
dencies which are usually handled manually. The resulting effort required to apply ensemble methods to challenging
chemical, biophysical, and materials problems, scale to next-generation large computational resources, and explore
new, alternative simulation ensemble methods has severely limited scientific progress.

In order to effectively and flexibly use ensemble simulation at scale, there is a need to:
1. express ensemble-based methods using a uniform approach agnostic of the specific simulation code and datatypes,
2. support adaptive and asynchronous execution of simulation ensembles.
3. run ensemble methods seamlessly on different resources, enabling unprecedented scale
4. separate the complexity of managing ensemble execution from the expression of sophisticated methods, lowering

the barrier to develop new ensemble-based methods,

In this project we will develop a simple-to-use, extensible framework that will meet these four design objectives. This
framework, SCalable Adaptive Large Ensembles of Molecular Simulations (SCALE-MS) will initially be developed to
deliver performance, functionality and usability on NSF’s production infrastructure, including XSEDE and Blue Waters.
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Multispecific protein-protein recognition. Many proteins can can bind a wide range of partners; this paradigm is
important to molecular recognition but less-studied because it is structurally more challenging. The Kasson lab studies
a bacterial virulence protein, Opa, where many sequence variants bind a common set of human cell-surface proteins
with nanomolar affinity to initiate bacterial invasion. This recognition process involves highly mobile protein loops, many
of which likely remain flexible even in the bound state, necessitating extensive sampling to understand the binding of
even one sequence variant. Adaptive ensemble methods can be used to switch between coarse and atomistic scale
resolutions and adaptively bias the simulation using limited experimental measurements.

Figure 2: The solution-phase growth of nanoscale mate-
rials can depend on kinetic phenomena at the liquid-solid
interface. Shown is an Ag atom diffusing through a PVP
capping layer on a Ag nanocrystal (solvent not shown).

Liquid/solid interfaces. The Fichthorn lab is engaged in under-
standing solid-liquid interfaces and their ramifications for the shape-
selective synthesis of metal75–81 and oxide nanomaterials.82 These
studies encompass a multi-scale approach integrating first-principles
density-functional theory (DFT), reactive force-field development, ad-
vanced free-energy sampling techniques, such as replica exchange,
umbrella sampling, and thermodynamic integration, and solid-state
methods for quantifying rare events, such as transition-state theory-
based searches and hyperdynamics to quantify thermodynamic and
kinetic nanocrystal shapes and how these depend on the solution en-
vironment. Fig. 2 illustrates a trajectory involved in umbrella-sampling
simulations of the solution-phase growth of Ag nanomaterials. The most
effective strategies for modeling complex liquid/solid interfaces are not
well-established and a host of different techniques is currently used.

Adaptive ensemble techniques can be used to guide these procedures much more quickly than currently possible.

1.3 General Formulation of Adaptivity for Ensemble Simulation

The domain science and methodological advances described above all benefit from “adaptivity”, in which the computa-
tional workload depends in some fashion on intermediate results. Adaptivity occurs on at least four different levels, and
our computational framework is designed to facilitate using all four levels, as many domain-science methods, such as
adaptive Markov state modeling, utilize all four types of adaptivity. Resource adaptivity is primarily a runtime concern
and involves adjusting the number, size, or placement of simulations in flight to optimize utilization of a computational
resource, such as a shared HPC platform. Parameter adaptivity involves a defined sequence of operations, such as a
parallel pipeline workflow, but the parameters for each operation (including the number of parallel simulations) can vary
depending on intermediate results. Operation adaptivity involves changing the number or sequence of computational
kernels (such as simulation or analysis), executed depending on intermediate results. Finally, asynchronous adaptiv-
ity permits these changes to occur at any time during computation rather than at pre-defined synchronization points
across the parallel ensemble of computations. These four types of adaptivity each permit greater computational effi-
ciency of ensemble simulations but introduce substantial complexity. They are therefore best abstracted in a multilayer
framework rather than directly integrated into the MD kernel, even when the latter is possible. This level of abstraction
has the important advantages of keeping the MD kernel code simpler, decreasing the barrier to new innovations in
adaptive ensemble methods, and increasing interoperability across MD code packages.

2 The SCALE-MS Framework
We will develop a multi-layer computational framework (SCALE-MS) to support scientific advances in adaptive ensemble
simulation. This framework will consist of: an easy-to-use but powerful API to express adaptive ensemble operations,
backed by an adaptive ensemble management component to implement the API and a scalable runtime system to
manage compute jobs and data placement. The scalable runtime system and ensemble management component
leverage prior work by PIs Kasson83,84 and PI Turilli and collaborator Jha85–88 in this area. Further, the MD kernel
integration will leverage active MD code development by PIs Shirts and Kasson. We will adopt a structured design to
develop SCALE-MS, supporting new capabilities and scalability by the integration of existing software.89 We provide
here an overview of the framework. A detailed description of the components and our plans to develop and support this
in close collaboration with the molecular simulation community follows in the workplan.
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Science is driven by need to sample rare events in 
complex configuration spaces, such as determining 
multidimensional free energy surfaces (left, PMF of 
RNA) and understanding multiple timescale 
phenomena (top, diffusion onto coated surface

Software kernels: 
• GROMACS

• LAMMPS

• OpenMM

• NAMD

• Extensible to others


Types of ensemble members: 
• 'Vanilla' molecular dynamics

• Metadynamics instances

• Replica exchange sets

• Umbrella sampling

• Nonequilibrium dynamics

Science Drivers

Example ensemble algorithms
• Umbrella sampling simulations 

adaptively adjusting biasing 
potentials 


• Communicating sets of replica 
exchange simulations 


• Metadynamics simulations 
simultaneously exploring large 
numbers of biasing potentials


• Adaptive Markov State modeling

• Adaptive placement of umbrella 

biasing potentials

• Forward flux sampling, 

milestoning, and weighted 
ensemble sampling over 
adjustable reaction paths.
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Continuous analysis

A system that allows application-level control of acquired 
resources via a scheduling overlay and a placeholder job 
• Enables the fine-grained “slicing and dicing” of resources 

• Provides late-binding of workloads to resources
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Resource Manager

Pilot-Job System PoliciesPilot-Job Pilot-Job

Typical ensemble patterns

• Support for file-based communication between ensemble members

• Analysis occurs on file outputs

• New simulations relaunched with adaptive created inputs 

• Best for asynchronous algorithms where data doesn't get 'stale'

• Easy to plug in new software, adapters require no application changes 


• Support for in-flight communication between ensemble members

• Simulations exchange limited data, less need for high performance comms

•  Best for synchronous algorithms that need only most recent data

• Handles more rapid communication, but requires application changes
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Synchronous communication

Asynchronous communication


